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HOPE FOR MS SUFFERERS - Reporter(s) : [Julian Kelly] It's a disease that's cause
him pain for more than half his life. But tonight, John Warwick and other who suffer
from Multiple Sclerosis have new hope. It's early days in a five year trial that could
ease symptoms or even provide a cure. Reporter - John Warwick owns a sanctuary for
rescued animals. INTERVIEW: JOHN WARWICK - I was actually going to chuck
myself off the hospital. I was totally paralysed down the left side of my body.
Reporter - MS is when a person's immune system attacks their central nervous system.
The stem cell trial offers hope of treating or even curing the condition. INTERVIEW:
WARWICK - apparently there's approximately 5m new stem-cells that they've
infused. Reporter - John had his treatment five days ago. John says he already feels
less pain. STUDIO INTERVIEW: STACY PAUL,CORRESPONDENT - it's the first
hope for a cure. MS is an auto-immune condition where instead of your immune
system fighting infection it infects the body itself. the hope is that by using the
patients own stem cells they will actually repair the damage but it could also repair the
immune system. The MS society has warned we have to be cautious. But it is real
hope. There are few other options. Some Cannabis treatments alleviate symptoms, but
don't cure.
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